
distr'nces th'ey could see after ' 13h 2007, wourd never have been alrowed in.rspecially when the investigators k' cw the crime sfsne had been severery contaminated
before they were abre to return to look for evidence and grid the area.
No where in any police report does it say that while looking around the crime scene forevidence and making a grid of the area for distances, that they were also having to workaround members of Lesrie's famiry or a rolred over bobcat..
Nor did the jury hear this at any time during the petitioner,s trial.
Instead' the investigators told the jury that members of their team did find where someonemay have sat down or where a gun may have been rested, but they couldn,t really be sure.If this evidence had come forward as it shourd have, by either the prosecution orPetitioner's counsel' one could have or should have argued that the members of chad,shousehold were nat in shock or that they had been crying for days and were devastated byChad's death.

one could have argued that when they need to 'put on a show they could put on a show,.Their mouming was merely a ruse. Because unless you krew the killer or you were thekiller' how could you calmly return to the scene were your roved one had been founddead' and walk over the spot where he had laid dead just hours earlier, with brood runningfrom his nose' who would have the presence of mind to think about boiling sap? wouldyou not worry that perhaps the killer was still out there and maybe rying in wait again foranother victim?

Had this evidence come fonvard, there could have been a reasonable probability theoutcome would have been different. Because it did not, counser was ineffective.
Another area of ineffective assistance of counser is when wanda Nerson testified forthe state. Wanda Nelson works for Jackson Hewin TaxService in Mahnomen.

on the morning of April 13th 2007, wanda Nelson compreted petitioner,s tax returns."And do you know when his return would have been completed?,, Wanda responded,"The morning of the 13e,,1t1655).
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